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Anne Keenan Higgins&#151;takes visitors on a one-of-a-kind, utterly irresistible tour of fashion history
through our favorite design icons of film and tv.whose designs are available on best-offering gift product
and books world-wide&#151; Each fashion hero is normally showcased in gorgeously whimsical style by
Higgins, who offers stunning views of their most remarkable moments, inspiration boards, and profiles
describing each character's signature design and trend-setting impact.Fictionally Fabulous is a full-color
illustrated guide to a large number of beloved characters who changed the facial skin of fashion: from the
flapper era embodied simply by Louise Brooks to polka dot-studded housewife Lucy Ricardo, working-girl
chic Mary Richards, tartan-skirted Cher Horowitz in Clueless, the Scandalous Olivia Pope, and all our
favorite style stars in between.
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The perfect gift for everybody who loves fab fashion & pop culture!. Writer &. The accompanying text
message provides context and delicious details for every character's unique impact on modern fashion. For
anyone interested in Fashion or Film Anne's illustrations are whimsical, beautiful and precise and combined
with composing that concisely describes the style and traits of its personas this book is crucial have for
anyone interested in fashion or film.!. Author missed the mark Received the book today. Need to say I love
it, BUT the writer do a disservice to herself by not really entering one beautiful fashion icon.. There are 35
profiles in this compact, superbly crafted gift book and each one is fantabulous! I simply got this cute little
gem yesterday!.. I bought 1 for me and 1 for a woman .The designs she wore in Pillow Speak specifically
were absolutely gorgeous, she missed the mark!Grace Kelly, Lady Mary Crawley, Mary Richards, Carrie
Bradshaw and Holly Golightly to name a few. The illustrations are spot on and a little history lesson on top
of that!Thank you. For lovers of style, films and TV. Great collection of fashionably fabulous fictional
heroes from movies and TV. Very disappointed, my child will love the book as well, but I know she will feel
the same. A beautifully illustrated tribute to the women who influenced the fashions of their day. Plus, it
looks like I'll have to buy a different one for my child who's a budding artist, she believed the book was on
her behalf! Viva Mary Tyler Moore & It shows the fantastic glamorous styles through the decades.
Beautiful illustrations and the perfect synopsis of each character.! This is a book to enjoy and treasure, and
a perfect gift to give again and again. I got many copies, one for myself and the others as gifts. This is so
clever and fun! Anyone who is thinking about art and fashion . all of the glorious gals in these web pages!.
This is so clever and fun! Anyone who is interested in art and style will like and cherish this publication! A
Fabu espresso or bedside table book! At the holidays, I will buy more as presents, for sure!.An excellent
book for the fashion, movie and artistic lover in you! fun well done lots of fun Five Stars great book! The
one character I want was in it was Sabrina, Audrey Hepburn wore some fabulous outfits for the reason
that movie too!!It's compact so I can display the book at work and it gives me a chance to look at it when
I want a deserved and needed eye candy break! A style must have Unquestionably delightful!! AKH is the
best graphic artist and I make an effort to collect anything she creates therefore i jumped at the chance
to get this book about a few of the best characters and fashion!! A Charmer! Tres chic! LOVE THIS
LITTLE BOOK OMG!Doris Day must have been represented in this publication.. illustrator Anne Keenan
Higgins provides chosen wisely among pop culture's style icons and treated each carefully, replicating their
glam appears in picture-perfect detail. I bought a single for me and 1 for a woman who LOVES fashion.This
review does not have any negativity towards owner, they did their part, hoping that perhaps the author
reads her reviews and sees this.! Fun, fast and delightful. LOVE THIS LITTLE BOOK!Aside from just a
couple of ladies, AKH choose the best movie characters and provides a brief detail as to the reasons we
love them so much!
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